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Current Diagnosis & Treatment in Family MedicineMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Current Diagnosis & Treatment in Family Medicine is the first edition of this single-source reference for house staff and practicing family physicians who provide comprehensive and continuous care of individuals of both sexes throughout the lifespan. The text is organized according to the developmental lifespan, beginning with...
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Differential Diagnosis in Neurology and Neurosurgery: A Clinician's Pocket GuideThieme Medical Publishers, 2019

	
		Now in a greatly expanded and updated new edition: The essential pocketbook for rapid and correct differentiation and interpretation of signs and symptoms of neurological and neurosurgical diseases and conditions.

	
		Key Features:

		
			Exhaustive range of neurologic and neurosurgical...
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SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services in ActionManning Publications, 2006
"A great resource to help you unlock the hidden gems in SQL Server Reporting Services."
 Brian Welcker
 Group Program Manager
 Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services
 With Microsoft SQL Server 2005 you can structure and store terabytes of data-but how do you make sense of that much information? Reporting Services...
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Differential Diagnosis in Neurology and NeurosurgeryThieme Medical Publishers, 2000

	This pocket-sized Thieme flexibook offers quick, reliable clarification of a wide and often confusing array of presenting symptoms. The book provides vital diagnostic information in a convenient tabular format that leaves "no stone unturned" in considering the rarer possibilities, and is enormously helpful in achieving an accurate...
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R Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2014

	R Recipes is your handy problem-solution reference for learning and using the popular R programming language for statistics and other numerical analysis. Packed with hundreds of code and visual recipes, this book helps you to quickly learn the fundamentals and explore the frontiers of programming, analyzing and using R.

...
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Vitamin Analysis for the Health and Food Sciences, Second EditionCRC Press, 2007

	Employing a uniform, easy-to-use format, Vitamin Analysis for the Health and Food Sciences, Second Edition provides the most current information on the methods of vitamin analysis applicable to foods, supplements, and pharmaceuticals. Highlighting the rapid advancement of vitamin assay methodology, this edition emphasizes the use of...
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Practical Handbook of Marine Science, Third EditionCRC Press, 2000


	This third edition of

	Practical Handbook of Marine Science

	provides the most comprehensive

	contemporary reference material on the physical, chemical, and biological aspects of the marine

	realm. Since the publication of the second edition of this book 5 years ago, there have been

	significant advances in nearly all areas of...
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SQL Server Analysis Services 2012 Cube Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you prefer the instructional approach to a lot of theory, this cookbook is for you. It takes you straight into building data cubes through hands-on recipes, helping you get to grips with SQL Server Analysis Services fast.


	Overview

	
		Develop Business Intelligence solutions using a multi-dimensional model...
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Geographic Information Metadata for Spatial Data Infrastructures: Resources, Interoperability and Information RetrievalSpringer, 2005
Metadata play a fundamental role in both DLs and SDIs. Commonly defined as "structured data about data" or "data which describe attributes of a resource" or, more simply, "information about data", it is an essential requirement for locating and evaluating available data. Therefore, this book focuses on the study of...
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Ship Stability for Masters and Mates, Sixth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
Understanding ship stability, the ability of a ship to return to an initial state after disturbing forces and moments, is critical for all maritime students and professionals studying for a deck or engineering certificate of competency, or seeking promotion to a higher rank within the merchant marine or Navy.   

The sixth edition of this...
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Beginning SQL Server Reporting ServicesApress, 2016

	
		Learn SQL Server Reporting Services and become current with the 2016 edition. Develop interactive, dynamic reports that combine graphs, charts, and tabular data into attractive dashboards and reports to delight business analysts and other users of corporate data. Deliver mobile reports to anywhere and any device. Build vital...
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The History of Mathematical Tables: From Sumer to SpreadsheetsOxford University Press, 2003
The book itself is the fruit of a very good idea of the British Society for the History of Mathematics, which was to have a conference and then a book on the theme of mathematical tables, and the editors are to be congratulated on a handsome volume on the social history of mathematics. Notes and Records of The Royal Society     
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